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either due to obfuscated names or due to regional or domain
contexts.

Abstract - Microbloging websites are rich sources of data

for data analysis and extracting trending topic. Twitter is one
of the best microbloging website which provide authorization
to excess its tweet data to it’s users. In this research, we focus
on using Twitter for extracting trending tweets about events,
products, people and use it for classification of topics. We will
classify trending topics into 3 categories I.e sports, politics and
technology. This includes a new approach for classifying
Twitter trends by adding a layer of feature ranking. A variety
of feature ranking algorithms, such as bag-of-words, TF-IDF
are used to facilitate the feature selection process. Naive
Bayes text classifiers, backed by these sophisticated feature
ranking techniques, is used to successfully categorize Twitter
trends.

The first step to organize this information is to categorize
them. We classified trending topic into 3 categories such as
sports,politics and technology. Our goal is to provide
accurate information to user regarding any trending topic in
specified domains. To classify we have taken navie bayes
classifier as an approach. In order to achieve this aim, we
used supervised machine learning to train a Naïve Bayes
Classifier to classify twitter’s trending topics
We mined the textual data in the tweets (associated with
each trend) to train our classifier. The experimental setup
involves three major steps: 1.) Cleaning and preparing the
data in the right format, 2.) Feature ranking i.) Bag-of-words
and TF-IDF , 3.) Training and testing the classifier to
successfully classify the trends into the three categories.

Key Words: Naive Bayes classifier, Tweets classification,
Feature extraction, Unigram,Term Frequency – Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF)

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes some of the related works. Section 3 provides an
overview of proposed system. Section 4 presents details of
the methodology of twitter trending topic classification
system. Section 5 describes experimental results. Finally, the
conclusion and some future directions are presented in
Section 6 and 7 respectively.

1.INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the sudden increase in popularity of
various social networks, the way we generate and extract
information has changed dramatically. Microbloging has
become a very popular communication tool among Internet
users.

2. RELATED WORK

Millions of messages are generated daily in popular websites that provide services for microbloging such as Twitter,
Facebook. Users of these services write about their life, share
opinions on variety of topics and discuss current issues.
Twitter is one of the most popular of these social networks
and from past few years it has been at the hub of most of the
discussion going around the world. People frequently tweet
on recent issues or events, topics which become popular on
twitter are known as trending topics. Twitter provide a list
of all the trending topics in the world. These trends can be
related to music, sports, technology etc. It is very interesting
to know trends in world and know people opinion about it.
Now days trends are identified with hashtags ,@,a special
character or a word. People tend to use them a lot to make
something popular such as #Metoo,@nariendermodi etc.

Data analysis has always been of interest to researchers. It
got some more attention with the introduction of social
networks. However, the textual data on these social
networks is in a form of natural language, which includes a
lot of slangs and abbreviations. Therefore, understanding
them and taking out relevant information from it is a bit of
challenging task .
We chose to work with twitter firstly because is it used
worldwide, people are exceptionally active on it and tweet’s
frequently. Moreover the response on twitter is more
prompt and also more general. Secondly, it provides
authorization to its users to extract data for personal usage
without any charges.

Twitter only provide information about trending topic but
not about its domain. The trending topic names may or may
not be expressive enough to tell messages or information
about it to unfamiliar user’s, until and unless they explicitly
read about it. It is a very important aspect about any topic as
it defines its relives with the tweets. For example #Me Too
where people tweeted about the sexual and physical abuse
they have been through.We find that trend names are not
indicative of the information being transmitted or discussed
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Twitter is also useful to get acquainted with trending topics
of a country or in a world with respective to their countries.
Twitter itself provide service to easily extract trending topic
but those results are not up to required accuracy. So in this
project we tried to get output with better accuracy which
specifically defined the domain of the trending tweet and
also the focused event or person they are talking about
through tweets.
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This research draws its inspiration from the various papers.
Paragraph from twitter trending topic classification by (Lee
et.al,2011) classify the twitter trends in real time. They used
2 approaches for classification of tweets into 18 categorizes
which are text-based classification and network based
classification. Through labeling they divided tweets into
different categorizes manually and then performed data
modeling on the organized data.This paper helped us to
understand text classification and manual labeling of tweets
where as in our research we have automated the labeling
process.

In order to generate tweet classifier figure 1 depicts
methodology of it. We begin our process by collecting two
types of data i.e training and testing. As data is unstructured
and contains useless content it is important to remove it, so
in pre-processing we removed noncontributing content from
tweets. After cleaning and organizing the data we extracted
its feature using bag-of-words or TID-IF. Simultaneously we
trained the classifier using training data. Once classifier is
trained we inserted input i.e organized data which provided
us with predicted categorizes.

3.1 DATA COLLECTION

Paragraph from real time classification of twitter trends by
(Zubiaga et.al,2013) they have used support vector machine
(SVM) for classification. They used 2 different representation
of classification of process i.e twitter feature analyzed and
bag of words. 15 features were considered for analyzing
such as retweets, hashtags, length, exclamation etc. For
textual content they relied on bag of words. This paper
helped us in understanding working and importance of bagof words which plays important role in feature ranking.

The data was gathered using twitter’s publicly available API.
Twitter contentiously updates its top trending topic list. As
such there is no information how these trends are identified
and make up to the list. However, one can request up to 1500
tweets for a given trending topic. We extracted 2 types of list
of tweets i) tweets with defined domain ii) random tweets.
Tweets with defined domain were used for training the
classifier where as random tweets was the input for the
system.

Paragraph from Classification of Twitter Trends using Feature
ranking and Feature Selection By (Shah,2015) explained the
importance of approaches of feature ranking such as bag-of
words and TF-IDF. He categorized data with the usage of
training and testing data. These two types of data were
different in nature training data contains predefined tweets
in perspective of their category where as testing data was
random in nature without categorization. This paper built
the knowledge about feature ranking in TF-IDF and how can
we categorize data using training and testing data.

All the tweets containing a trending topic constitutes a
document. For example, while the topic “T20” is trending,
we keep downloading all tweets that contain the word “T20”
from Twitter, and save the tweets in a document called
“T20”. In case a tweet contains more than two trending
topics, the tweet is saved in all relevant documents. For
example, if a tweet contains two trending topics “T20” and
“hawkings”, the same tweet is saved in two different
documents. Likewise we downloaded tweets of 3 different
categorizes for training the classifier and save in respective
files.

Paragraph from Is Naïve Bayes a Good Classifier for Document
Classification? By (Ting et.al,2011) discussed about naive
bayes in detail. Though naive bayes is less accurate than SVM
but still because of its effectiveness people prefer to use it.
Through this paper we gained motivation to use naive bayes
as our primary approach for classification of tweets.

3.2 DATA PRE-PROCESSING
The main approach involved in this project were the various
data pre-processing steps, the machine learning classiﬁers
and feature extraction. The main machine learning algorithm
used were Naive Bayes. The main data pre-processing steps
include ﬁltering, twitter slang removal, stopwords removal
and stemming.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Filtering :In this we removed URL,user-names, duplicate or repeated
characters.
Twitter slang removal :As mentioned people use casual language in tweets which
can include abbreviation short forms. Here we removed
slang like these.
Stopword removal:In information retrieval,there were many words added as
conjunctions such as and,before,that which didn’t help in

Fig1- Classification of tweets
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classifying the tweet in category as they are present in every
type of tweet. So we remove such word from data.

As one can see that while each word is related to the
trending topic category, they are independent of each other.
In other words, the words (features) are not related to each
other. This feature independence is at the core of every
Bayesian Network.

Stemming:It is process of retrieving the first form of verb of word.
Example walked, walking all are derived from word walk.

After this we will get predicted categories.

3.3 FEATURE EXTRACTION & RANKING

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A feature is a piece of information that can be used as a
characteristic which can assist in solving a problem . The
quality and quantity of features is very important as they are
important for the results generated by the selected model.
Selection of useful words from tweets is feature extraction.

4.1 ALGORITHM



Unigram features – one word is considered at a time
and decided whether it is capable of being a feature.



N-gram features – more than one word is considered at
a time.



External lexicon – use of list of words with predefined
positive or negative sentiment.

Naive Bayes classification algorithm of Machine Learning is a
very interesting algorithm. It was used as a probabilistic
method and was a very successful algorithm for
learning/implementation to classify text documents. Any
kind of objects can be classified based on a probabilistic
model specification. This algorithm is based on Bayes'
theorem.
In bayes’s theorem we find probability of label with some of
given features.We can compute directly by applying this
formula

After feature extraction we used these unigrams and
bigrams and apply TF-IDF or bag-of-words on it to find the
weight of particular feature in a text. Here we have used TFIDF.

P(L | features)=P(features | L)P(L)P(features)

3.4 EXPERIMENTATION

This was where the "naive" in "naive Bayes" comes in: if we
made very naive assumptions about the generative model
for each label, we can find a rough approximation of the
generative model for each class, and then proceed with the
Bayesian classification. Here we were considering Gaussian
naive Bayes.

All we need now is some model by which we could
compute P(features | Li)P(features | Li) for each label.

After the pre-processing and feature extraction steps are
performed, we worked towards training and validating the
model’s performance. The collected dataset was divided in
two– training set and testing set. The training set was used
to train the classifier (machine learned model) while the
testing set was the one on which the experimentation is
performed.

P(c | t)=P(t| c)P(c)/P(t)
Where, P (c | t) = Probability of trend t belonging to class c
(Posterior)

Divided the set as training set containing 21000 tweets while
testing set 3900 tweets (approx. 93% and 7%) while used
75% data for training set and used approx. 83% for training.
Manual labeling was avoided as classification work is topic
based and adaptive in nature.

P (t | c) = Likelihood of generating trend t given class c
P (c) = Probability of occurrence of class c

4.2 IMPLEMENTATION

3.5 NAIVE BAYES ALGORITHEM

For developing a trending topic classifier we decided to use
supervised machine learning algorithms. For implementing
those algorithms in form of a code we chose python as our
core language. As python has evolved in past few years by
introducing new packages which provided us needed
environment and features for this project. Here we have
used python 3.0 and sypder IDE for developing the classifier.

Here we will applied naive algorithm which will actually
identify the category of the tweets.
P(c | t)=P(t| c)P(c)/P(t)
Where, P (c | t) = Probability of trend t belonging to class c
(Posterior)
P (t | c) = Likelihood of generating trend t given class c
P (c) = Probability of occurrence of class c
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